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Destiny and Free Will - the hidden secrets

Working as a psychic medium and healer I meet many people from all walks of life- from pop sta

As well as the usual "what’s going to happen" advise, I specialize in reading, guiding and tea
In these extreme cases destiny’s fingerprints are usually to be found everywhere and "WHY" is

In order to understand why the individuals have to experience such life traumas we need to loo
No life is pointless, it’s all about progression, learning and succession to a higher level -

It never fails to amuze me when people call up and ask when they will meet their soulmate; but

These are the same people who will most likely call me again in a few years in misery, married
But we and destiny both have a part to play in order to move along the path. She will present
Consider our destined path as a route through a maze. The maze represents all of the possible

As humans we frequently have the illusion that life is totally free will. After all we can cho

What I mean is that if we are meant to pass a certain point, a certain key destined event, the

Fear, doubt, needing to control and other people’s influence can all make us take these choice
This is why with these karmic events psychics often tell you that we cannot predict time with

Yes of course most psychics will see that new job opportunity arriving within the month and mo
But will you take the job...and when..that’s the free will element....

The universe really doesn’t care what you wear or what color you choose to dye your hair, howe

Take for example soul mates, a classic "when will s/he return" question. Well the answer is wh

Your guides are telling you all the time that this is something that HAS to happen and its una
What will be will be..........

The ultimate goal is to transcend our fears and doubts, to relinquish control, to be open to o

Frequently we as humans ’want’ our path to be a straight line from where we are now to what we
Use those instincts, intuition, senses and emotions. We all have them and through them we are

If you make a decision based upon your best instincts and it felt right but it all went wrong

Wanting and deciding are mental functions that can create an alternate mental reality that wha

Information is coming to you from your instincts and senses all the time and it isn’t wrong...
DON’T THINK - SENSE

!

You wont be led in the wrong direction

Love light and luck on your journey
Steve Gunn
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